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Abstract 
Tri-dharma of higher education is the foundation of culture development within the university organization to 
improve the quality and relevance of education based on industrial needs. POLMAN Bandung as one of the 
applied higher education has a unique approach in developing and implementing manufacturing technologies 
through partnerships with industry for the purpose of increasing added value and benefits for both parties. The 
uniqueness of POLMAN Bandung is in process of learning, especially in the practice carried out in accordance 
to the character of applied technology that emphasizes on mastery of skills through production approach. That 
approach named Production Based Education (PBE) which has been designed to effectively transferring 
knowledge and technology to the students by solving industrial cases as a problem media, simultaneously. The 
student will gain experience through their involvement in manufacturing of industrial product development. 
With this concept, a lot of application technology can be used and improved by polytechnic and industry in 
developing industrial product which are needed by the market, thus it will be many national products that can be 
made locally to increase national economic growth and provide an opportunity to have an experience for the 
students in entrepreneurship based on technology (Technopreneur) directly in school. Polytechnic will gain 
capacity in handling more innovative and creative products finding through industrial solution competitively 
under time, cost and the quality measures, while the industry will get the support of R&D processes that do not 
have to be done or provided in the company but can utilize an existing technology capabilities in polytechnic as a 
centre of technology (COT). 
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1. Introduction 
The expected result from university- industry partnership and collaboration is more added values for each 
party through innovation, where it could not be done alone for optimum result. So the higher education might not 
only do the character building of students without involving other parties such as industry and government as a 
stakeholder. 
In general, a university (especially polytechnic as a university of applied science) has an opportunity to 
implement technology accordance with their field, while the industry was awakened to carry out business 
activities that must be effectively and efficiently using resources (incl. knowledge and technology) in producing a 
product or service to gain competitive advantage for winning the business. 
Both character of institution are inter-dependent because the university has a solution for the industry and the 
industry has a problem that can be a challenge for university to hone their skills for maintaining the mastery of 
knowledges and technologies. 
The other party is government; the role of government in development depends on the role of society as an 
element of the nation. To encourage the accelerated development, government can push university-industry 
collaboration as a growth center of knowledge and technology to produce several products that have impact to the 
national competitiveness and high added value in processing a natural resource as a key of competitive advantage 
of a nation. 
Until now many natural resources are exported in raw material or semi-fished product, because it is not 
enough technology in processing input (material) to increase the value- added quickly and accurately. It is still a 
small impact on the country foreign exchange earnings. Whereas on the other hand there are universities and 
industries that can be potential to collaborate in creating the optimal value of natural resources for prosperity of 
the nation. 
The prosperity will be realized if growth of economy is due to interaction process between local players, so 
the ability will grow locally as well as the university-industry collaboration, It is supported by the government 
thrives in processing of natural resources to get value-added, where it will also open up opportunities for 
people/community to be involved in the chain of value-added process gradually and continually. 
The basic problem to achieve this is on how to create a conducive atmosphere to enable the win-win 
collaboration between university and industry, many effort made by each party as well as those encouraged by 
the government, but today has not been optimal results. Often occur to the university into the cash cow of 
industry. 
The collaboration will be involving a faculty, student and other supporting elements. The collaborative 
activity is done in laboratory or workshop as a center for the creation of value-added activities, which for 
polytechnic should be a lot of content of the learning activities carried out practical in the workshop. The 
workshop was set as a center of technology in finding solution to problem faced by industry. So the research was 
conducted to answer how the form of workshop that addresses the challenges of the industry (R&D and 
Innovation) in searching value added benefit.  
This paper presented how the shape of university-industry collaboration with a center is in university. Industry 
as a partner will provide financial support and giving their problems only, University has to find a breakthrough 
solution which is able to create added value for excellence.  
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2. Conceptual 
University-Industry collaboration/partner-ship is seeking for innovation, because with innovation will be 
created and produced a competitive product or service development to get an added value in transformation 
process. If this partnership running well, the university resources will be challenged for more creative and 
innovative to find a solution of industrial problem, and finally it will build a new culture in improvement for 
better solution refers to the cost, time and quality. 
This partnership is a basis of an activity for creating solution to the industrial problem which will improve the 
capacity of polytechnic (laboratories) to apply their knowhow and technology in the real industrial problem. This 
is a basic concept of what we called Center of Technology (COT) where the laboratories in polytechnic serve the 
industry to overcome their problem. 
2.1. Learning Factory 
In manufacturing engineering education, it is evident that traditional lecture-style classes do not effectively 
promote transfer, retention and application of concept learned in the classroom. Students are not able to solve 
problems from real situations in authentic manufacturing situation [5]. Therefore, a need exists for the reflection 
of problem-solving similar to the real world embedded in teaching and learning as a key concept. 
An effective learning will be also occur if the condition and environment are support and giving a pressure (or 
threat) to find a solution quickly and precisely in the critical situation. If the students can solve a problem then 
they have an experience and it will be as one of knowledge and skill from the competencies. 
For that reason, the laboratory has to improve and equip as an “industry” workshop which has infrastructure 
and system meet to the right standard operation and culture of industry even it only in minimum level. 
The objective of the learning factory is to integrate a practice-based engineering curriculum that balances 
analytical and theoretical knowledge with physical facilities for product realization [8]. 
Experience can be defined as an active participation in events or activities, leading to the accumulation of 
knowledge and skill, whereas knowledge is defined as familiarity, awareness and understanding gained through 
experience, study, or analysis [15]. With this understanding, then tries to run the practical program using 
industrial case as a media of learning to get an experience in searching, defining and trying to implement the 
solution as a best way for solving the problem. 
2.2. University-Industry Partnership 
University-Industry Partnership is looking for innovation; with this purpose there will be mutually beneficial 
to each party so the next will be a business partnership as an industrial service from the University. For that goal 
it is needed to modify and re-setting education approach in polytechnic through direct learning process from the 
problem which is reflect to the practical activities in the laboratory or workshop whereas the workshop has to be 
a center of technology (COT) for industry. 
For that goal, it will conduct several activities to get a figure for formulating a COT framework. Such 
activities are reviewing for: 
a. Mapping a certain knowledge and skill level of academic’s staff focus on its implementation of industrial 
service in the area of production process and management, maintaining facilities and human resources. 
b. Possibility of integration an industrial service activities into educational programs to ensure both student 
competencies and self-generated revenue program achieved simultaneous in an effectively & efficiently way. 
c. Developing a strategic plan of industrial services based on the analysis of internal polytechnic condition and 
external situation (industrial need and its market trend). 
d. Developing a mechanism and procedures for realization the concept and design of industrial service in term 
of COT framework. 
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3. Design and Implementation 
3.1. Education Program as a Capacity  
The education program (based on the curriculum) is will be set up in 3 steps of education processes especially 
in practical program on diploma-4 program (applied science program or bachelor of technology/b-tech) in new 
study program for Technopreneur (proposed 2012), there are: 
The first phase is 3 semesters, the students will learn the basic practical program using structure job (exercise 
case but useable) and or industrial job (job order) which are saleable. This phase called Problem-Based Education 
(Industrial problem is adopted as a case of practical problem), 
The second phase is 2 semesters, the student will learn in the real industry for 1 year in fully time. This phase 
called Production-Based Education (on the job training in industry/POLMAN Lab such as apprentices program)  
The third phase is 3 semesters, the student will learn in how to handle a project work (can be also as industrial 
engineering order) for 2 semester and the last semester the student will prepare to open own company based on 
their technical competencies. This phase called Project-Based Education (project work and business incubator 
program). 
In figure below its showed how the education program developed based on above arrangement in three phases. 
Fig. 1. Polman Education Process for Technopreneur Program†
The capacity of education process to serve industrial collaboration has to define in each semester for making 
sure that industrial problem will execute using captive capacity which are calculated and determined using 
education program directly. 
† Proposed as an approach in new technopreneur education program in POLMAN Bandung (2012) 
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Fig. 2. Education Input-Output in The Practice Portion
Problem-Based is started using standard product as a structured job to train the student in basic competencies 
fit to the standard with low-mid speed; and ordered job in deepening a competences for more speed in delivering 
a product to the industry as a customer. 
Production-Based is operated in the real industry; students are working full time for 1 year according to daily 
industrial problem (on the job training) 
Project-Based is run in learning or teaching factory where students are tasked to solve industrial demand/order 
on their own (project work) in small groups (2-3 students) assisted by instructor/lecturer and supported by several 
operator who had been prepared. For last semester, the student will prepare to open own workshop as a starting 
point on opening own business based on their competencies in technology. 
3.2. The COT Framework 
The following activities such as mapping of the existing resources condition are conducting to identify a 
resources and infrastructure for industrial service possibilities. These fact and figure can be use for analyzing and 
formulating a center of technology (COT) to measure the readiness of university resources in developing and 
running a laboratory as a COT framework which is shown in this below figure. 
Fig. 3. COT Framework (developed by POLMAN Bandung)
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Mapping Lecturer Capacity and Capabilities will be conduct for knowing the capacity of lecturer to build an 
industrial service as a COT fundamental activity. 
Evaluating an Existing Facilities, Equipment and Tools, this activity is needed for inventorying a condition, 
technology and capacity of the existing facilities.  
Industrial Need & Market Analysis is an industry/market survey to get an industrial data, industrial map and 
market need with considering the segmentation and technology trends.  
Analyzing System & Infrastructure is analyzing management system that can accommodate industrial services to 
accelerate the effectiveness of learning process.  
4. Results  
4.1. Operation System 
To make sure that the operation of COT can serve industrial need for product development (as a project), there 
is some operation system and standard operating procedure has to define a project handling. 
The procedure of project handling is shown in figure below 
Fig. 4. Order Handling Procedure
Key performances for each staging in COT implementation are [1]:
Planning 
 Establishing prominent plan of COT measured under increasing value of services and sustainability index 
within the services life cycle. 
 Establishing quality management system equivalent to ISO9001:2008 industrial services to operate the COT 
and its improvement. 
 Establishing tools to measure technical and managerial performance to control the performance of COT 
relative to its plan. 
 Establishing human capital Development program to make sure the synergy between applied science 
education with the requirement of product development and manufacturing. 
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Operation
 Maintaining the service capacity by measuring Overall Equipment Effectiveness of the COT facility. 
 Establishing and controlling the collaborative works and contracts with the targeted industries. 
 Managing complain, measuring customer (including students) and stakeholders satisfaction. 
 Establishing justification of product and service life cycles. 
 Develop method of student’s evaluation involving logbook and production or engineering results. 
Improvement 
 Establish action plan procedures to improve technical and financial performance to reach sustainability of the 
services. 
 Establish action plan procedures to adjust plan of COT. 
 Establish action plan procedures to strengthen the COT services life cycle. 
 Establish continuous improvement of education standards recognized in the national or international level. 
4.2. System Requirement 
To run COT has to set-up a system which has required, such as: 
 Commitment management on doing fair business in school and restructuring the organization as education in 
one side, company on the other. 
 Define production target developed from the core competency (assessment the current condition and the 
aims of the project) 
 Determine the way to achieve the target (standard products, industrial order) 
 Establish Marketing team 
 Established Production Planning and Control Unit 
 Faculty should be well trained as a lectures and experience as a production workers 
 Instructors make sure competency of the students through exercise products.  
 Machines are well maintained, maintenance unit should be established. 
 Establish quality control and Quality Management System 
 Develop computerized Management Information System to improve response time 
Beside the requirement, The COT also has to have performance indicators that can be reached, such as: 
 Less waste on exercise material and increase added value  
 Increasing staff activities   
 Involvement of the students (experiences) 
 Increasing value of industrial contracts 
 Strengthen linkage with industry as a stakeholders 
 Increasing utilization of machines and equipments 
 Increasing sustainability of the institution  
 Increasing business ethics among leaders, managers and lecturers 
 Improve entrepreneurial spirit of institution 
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5. Conclusion 
The effectiveness of COT are develops high quality professionals in engineering and production areas, 
increase the sustainability factor of the institution by empowering resources and support the targeted industrial 
development, integrate the mission of education institution relevant to the future industrial needs. 
Fig. 5. Education-Industry Partnership
University-Industry partnership is a solution for the industry to develop a product and also a solution for the 
university to have an up to date problem as a case for mastery knowledge and technology. 
The benefits of COT to the student and institution such as: 
 The graduate enjoys possible places of employment at least 2 places after they graduate 
 The salary level is higher than any similar graduate from engineering professionals 
 Excellent promotion chances 
 The cost of training is shared with industry 
 The level of quality, cost and delivery is known 
 The need of the industry is understood 
 The graduate has confidence to run own business after they have enough working experience and network  
COT is run using industrial information system starting from quotation, negotiation, contract, design, material 
and resources planning, progress report, check sheet, quality control, delivery, after sales, customer maintenance, 
supplier maintenance and vendoring system (industrial vision) 
COT produces organization structure, business plan, determine the core competency, income planning, and 
marketing target, develop quality system, develop professional career, develop standard of incentive, asset 
analysis and investment in production scope (university vision) 
 COT can provide an experience to the student how to solve an industrial problem with right way and based on 
that experience they can start to open own company/industry. 
Finally, COT is the solution for university, industry and government as well to encourage the achievement of 
nation’s prosperity through enhancing local product development which is still close to the goal of each party. 
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Nomenclature 
A Centre of Technology (COT) is a university (polytechnic) capacities and capabilities to solve an 
industrial problem based on certain technology which are developed and implemented directly to the 
real industrial job 
B  Production Based Education (PBE) System is an education approach through combining production 
activities and education process to train the student in real work situation and requirement 
C Technopreneur (techno-entrepreneur, an entrepreneur involved with high technology, Meriam Webster 
Dictionary, 1987) is entrepreneur who is into core business involving technology-based industries to 
come out with new or innovative products through a process of commercialization (equipped with both 
technical and business skills)  
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